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CoreActive Therapy LLC Congratulates Madison WI Area Recipients of the Myrtle & MJ
Scholarship for Future Leaders.
Madison, WI – CoreActive Therapy LLC and the #futureleadersWI team is pleased to announce
that students from Verona, DeForest, and Mt Horeb WI have been selected as the very first
recipients of the Myrtle & MJ Scholarship. The Myrtle & MJ Scholarship recognizes and
supports individuals age 16yrs + who exhibit positive leadership, tenacity and self-reliance,
advocacy for “service above self” in the areas of healthcare, education, or volunteerism in their
school, community or workplace.
Ten applications were received by the December 15, 2016 deadline; the scholarship committee
met the following week and narrowed the pool to five finalists through pre-determined and
systematic ranking. Through moving 300 word essays plus three letters of recommendation
specific to scholarship, three individuals stood out as demonstrating behaviors and efforts
consistent with the values and areas of impact outlined in the Myrtle & MJ Scholarship rubric.
A student from Verona was selected as the first place winner: this student embodies dedication
to “service above self” and growth mindset. She plans on pursuing medicine and psychology
and breaking barriers while giving back to underprivileged communities which shaped her
upbringing. Her volunteer involvement and leadership roles with Sisters Supporting Sisters,
Minority Student Achievement Network, Exploration Academy Restorative Justice program, and
Providers and Teens Communicating for Health (PATCH) set her efforts at the forefront of
positive leadership in the Madison area.
A student from Deforest was selected as a second place winner: she demonstrates remarkable
resiliency, initiative, and positive momentum heading into higher education and her plans to
become a counsellor. She plans to instill a passion for strong efforts in education in students
experiencing similar challenges as she herself faced and looks forward to providing them with
hope and a positive role model. Her tenacity and high standards of success through challenging
circumstances set her apart.
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A student from Mt Horeb was also selected as a second place winner: this student stood out for
their gregarious and positive nature, their entrepreneurial/business goals, and their ability to
express their own values while also bringing others together at school creating a safe and
productive space for diverse beliefs and backgrounds.
CoreActive Therapy LLC, was the sole Myrtle & MJ Scholarship source in 2016. CoreActive
Therapy LLC is a specialty physical therapy practice dedicated to providing conservative
treatment solutions and preventive services to women, men, and youth affected by common
and complex pelvic, orthopedic, and sports conditions.
CoreActive founder Jennifer Klestinski would like to thank each of the volunteers on the grass
roots #futureleadersWI team who took action on short notice and helped this dream of
acknowledging and supporting positive leaders among us become a reality.
The Myrtle & MJ Scholarship is now in non-profit foundation (501c3) establishment process in
order to enhance monetary contributions and the supporting impact of team #futureleadersWI
going forward.
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